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1.1: Target polarimetry uncertainty: see backup slide for how much the PbPt uncertainty affects the 
final result. A 5% Pt uncertainty would still be quite acceptable.

1.2: No. For A1n there will be cross section analysis for both elastic and DIS but the main asymmetry 
results will be using the asymmetry method only.

1.3: Beam Energy:

Answer from physics aspect:  10.5 GeV would be acceptable but any value lower will be questionable. 
As we approach the actual running, we will develop a run plan and re-evaluate the kinematic settings 
based on the highest polarized energy achievable and feasible then.

Accelerator and Engineering plan to spend the summer increasing energy headroom. The weakest NL 
module, 1L07, will be replaced with one that was in the FEL, gaining 30-40 MeV.  One of the weaker 
C100s in the SL will be swapped with the F100 from the FEL, no net gain. When the C100 cools off it 
will provide a first look at the issues in refurbishing C100 modules. If Jay can persuade SRF to use the 
original helium processing technique all old modules will be processed. 50+ MeV/linac expected. The 
first C75 module will be installed spring 2019 in whichever linac is weaker.

The reason we need to stay at 1050 MeV/linac is polarization. Tentative schedule has CREX in Hall A 
and a1n/d2n in Hall C Fall 2019. It happens at this energy that the optimum angle for polarization in 
Hall C is -179 degrees of the angle for Hall A. In other words, both the parity experiment and this one 
can get all the polarization from the cathode - but only at this energy.

1.4: In our estimation of the uncertainty in the 2018 update, we have introduced a 1.15 factor because 
this is what we observed by comparing the 6 GeV achieved uncertainty with our simulation/calculation 
and the known running time.  This factor may be due to fiducial cuts, vertex z cuts (for target 
windows), but the beam trips are a large factor too.  For 6 GeV running, the ramping rate was 0.1-
0.2uA/sec, which is clearly not realistic for 11 GeV run at 30 uA. This is why we plan to use a faster 
ramping rate.  Given that the Ops ramp the current at 1 uA steps anyways, the instantaneous increase in
the beam current will remain the same as 6 GeV run. 

To address whether the target can tolerate the faster ramping rate (to be exact, stepping rate), we have 
asked Silviu for heat stress study for the glass windows. This work will continue but so far we do not 
expect this to be a problem due to the reason stated above.

1.5: The target experts expect that we can achieve between (55-60)% on target polarization for the 
given configuration. Clearly, lower polarization will result in a less physics impact, but so are many 
other possible mishaps. We need to emphasize the present uncertainty estimate gives a 4-sigma 
separation between CQM and pQCD predictions.

1.6: Yes and this is routinely done for all experiments using the raster.

1.7: The 6 GeV A1n analysis took about 1.5 years from end of experiment to publishable results (plus 
another six months of paper writing).  However, the upcoming one is a much harder experiment 
involving both new polarimetry for the target and new spectrometers and detectors.
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The 6 GeV d2n (E06-014) analysis took 4 years to first publication.  A very significant portion of that 
time was spent on two general categories: understanding BigBite with its newly implemented 
Cherenkov counter and developing the radiative correction approach with a special focus on the 
transverse measurements.  The 2008/9 BigBite detector system was a large acceptance, open geometry,
'software' spectrometer that triggered on positive, negative, and neutral particles and enhanced with 
threshold gas Cherenkov counter for electrons identification.  The original thought was that we would 
be able to extend simulation and analysis code developed for the 2005 Hall A GEn measurement.  
When it came to analyzing our data we ended up identifying a significant number issues with tracking, 
detector efficiencies, and discrepancies with simulation that took considerably longer to understand 
than originally hoped.  Similarly, the radiative corrections took longer than initially planned.  The 
existing Fortran codes were found to be both poorly documented, in some cases, poorly written, and 
gave inconsistent results. In the end one of our students (in particular) essentially rewrote the radiative 
correction code from scratch and did an excellent, but time consuming, job of cross checking and 
establishing its validity. I'm happy to discuss these issues in more detail if you wish.

E12-06-121 has the advantage of using two standard-equipment high resolution spectrometers (SHMS,
HMS).  Those spectrometers will be fully commissioned by the time we need to run.  They are 
precision devices with vastly greater control and understanding of acceptance, efficiencies, and PID.  
Because the SHMS/HMS are standard equipment, there is an existing powerful suite of simulation and 
analysis tools that will be fully mature as we complete the ongoing Hall C commissioning runs.  The 
analyses and calibration framework that have been developed for the Hall A & C code are shared, and 
in a much better state than 10 years ago.

In addition to that major advantage, we have the analysis templates, radiative correction codes, and 
experience developed in E06-014.  The majority of the spokespeople are the same, and we have a 
complete record of the prior d2, g2 analysis path archived in 3 excellent dissertations and a thorough 
online archive of our analysis meetings.

2.1: Yes, empty target runs will be built into the runplan. We will develop a full runplan once the ERR 
is passed.

2.2: The shield wall is between the Hall C arc and the alcove, so no synchrotron radiation from there. 
There is a 2 cm vertical chicane just in front of the diagnostic girder in C with field 2.4 kG in 1 m 
magnets. … Raster is inconsequential in comparison, under 8 kG-cm per plane.

2.3: There is an 8 mil Be window (with ~2mil Al guard), then a few centimeters of He4 dominated air 
before the He3 target cell. See answer to 4.1 for additional details.

2.4:  There are no meaningful moving parts at the pivot or target ladder relevant to data taking periods. 
The Hall C pivot is a very significant mass of steel that remains literally unmoved against the rotational
motion of the SHMS and HMS.  It is considerably more massive than the Hall A pivot (different 
designs), and there was no vibration issue associated with production running in the Hall A 
experiments.

The only time vibration has been an issue in the past has been with the water NMR calibration.  It is 
possible, but difficult to do this in the Hall.  In 2008/9 the final cross calibration was done in the EEL 
building instead, with excellent results.  The plan for the upcoming measurements is to cross calibrate 
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EPR with water NMR in the EEL target lab and once EPR is fully established, it will be the primary 
absolute calibration. Water in the Hall will only be optional. Therefore we will not try to measure 
and/or reduce vibration.

2.5:  This is not a problem for pol. He3. Even without convection, polarization difference is small 
between target chamber and transfer tube as in all 6 GeV experiments. The difference will be even 
smaller with convection.

2.6: Target ladder motion is always interlocked with the FSD system in Hall C.  Raster and target ion 
chambers are also interlocked to the FSD system.

2.7: There is no laser hut in the Hall.  There is an optical fiber system that transports laser light from 
the Laser Room in the Counting House to the Hall.  The laser light is then combined in the Hall using a
4-1 combiner for each pumping direction following the same method used successfully in Hall A.

2.8:  Yes, the 'Qweak' exhaust vent will be used to remove helium in the target enclosure from the Hall.

2.9: We do not plan to go back to the old system, which will have reduced performance. If needed, the 
new oven can accommodate the old cell with a modification (need a new bottom cover plate).

3.1: Energy fast feedback should be available in April 2018 given problems solved during the enforced 
down we're in. If CASA/Ops can't get it working by April 16th the issues will be resolved during the 
summer so it's OK for FY19.

3.2: Moller measurements will be performed at least once a week, more likely two times a week until 
more experience with the beam configuration during the run period is obtained.  Experience from the 
DVCS running in Hall A has shown that the polarization does not seem to vary in unexpected ways. 
The first figure below shows Compton measurements taken during DVCS running in Hall A (Hall A 
was at 4 pass for this time period) – the polarization looks stable without odd variations.  The 2nd figure 
shows the Moller measurements taken during DVCS as well (some were at 4 pass, some at 5 pass). 
Again, the polarization is pretty stable.

The impacts of bleedthrough should not be a significant impact on the beam polarization, either as 
measured by the Moller polarimeter, or for the experiment.  Bleedthrough is primarily a function of 
tails from the laser pulses leaking into the “wrong” slit. The “new” (not so new anymore) fiber laser 
system has excellent performance in this regard. During Qweak, we made several measurements of 
bleedthrough using the Moller polarimeter itself. For currents on the order of 100 uA in Hall A, we saw
an inferred (from Moller rates) bleedthrough current of 6 nA.  With Hall B at 100 nA, the bleedthrough
was about a factor of 10 smaller.  In the 12 GeV era we will have one additional possible source of 
bleedthrough (one more laser) – even with this additional source, the effects should be quite small 
unless the laser setup is not optimized. We will check the bleedthrough at the start of the experiment, 
and regularly (during every polarization measurement) with the Moller polarimeter.

Regarding synchrotron-related polarization effects: In principle, the dominant effect should come about
from synchrotron radiation impacting the energy spread of the beam.  The nominal specification is 
about a factor of 10 worse than at 6 GeV. This results in less than a 0.3% effect.  The mechanism for 
time-dependent changes in the overall synchrotron radiation as the beam is transported through the 
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accelerator is unclear – this would seem to require significant changes in the beam orbit.  Certainly, one
could easily introduce local effects on a specific detector at a particular location, but for the beam 
polarization, the most important quantity is the total synchrotron radiation emitted through 5 passes 
around the machine.

While it would certainly be useful to have the Compton polarimeter available, the Moller polarimeter, 
in combination with monitoring of the beam energy and quantum efficiency of the source photocathode
will be adequate for achieving the precision needed for the experiment 

Figure 1: Compton measurements taken in Hall A during DVCS in the Fall of 2016. Figure courtesy of
Juan Carlos Cornejo.
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Figure 2: Moller measurements taken in Hall A during the DVCS experiment 
(preliminary results). Figure courtesy of Jim Napolitano.
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3.3:  Yes, the '6 GeV' helicity accounting system will be established and re-commissioned well prior to 
any Polarized 3He group running.

3.4:  I cannot comment on how the uncertainty due to radiative corrections was estimated for the Hall 
A Moller polarimeter, but in any spectrometer, it will be closely coupled with the understanding of the 
acceptance.  The Hall C Moller is a pretty simple device from a magneto-optical standpoint, so we have
assumed that the uncertainty on the radiative corrections is about 10% of the size of the correction. If 
we are more conservative, and assume the uncertainty is 100% of the effect, then the contribution is 
still only 0.2%.
 
3.5:  The entry in the uncertainty table labeled ‘B-field direction’ is really the direction of the field 
relative to the foil plane (the sensitivity to the overall B-field direction is smaller). For a 2 degree 
misalignment, the impact is 0.14% at 3.5 Tesla.

3.6:  The uncertainty due to knowledge of the foil polarization (magnetization) is 0.25%.  More recent 
estimates from the Hall A Moller group have resulted in a slightly different value for the electron 
polarization in a saturated iron foil (about 0.1% smaller than the value used for QWeak) with a slightly 
larger uncertainty (0.3%). We will most likely use the updated Hall A values since that extraction 
involves less temperature-related extrapolation.

The foils that we use are typically 99.99+% pure iron – the impact of impurities on the magnetization is
estimated to be about a factor of 2 the size of the impurity, so on the order of 0.02% (upper limit). We 
assign no uncertainty due to the manufacturing process for the iron.

3.7: Bleed-through: Jay discussed this with injector and gun folks.  See response to question 3.2 above.

3.8: Charge asymmetry: A couple of Kent's students demonstrated Thursday, March 15 that the injector
charge and position feedback controls work.
 https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544776
 https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544855
 https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544786
[Response from Riad via Jay] Nothing changed since QWeak. Hall C may use its IA cell to do charge 
feedback - changes will affect only Hall C. The Pockels Cell is also available (PITA charge feedback) 
if it is OK with Halls A and B. To keep the charge asymmetry below 50 ppm, Hall C must implement 
charge feedback. It does not have to be aggressive: adjust IA or PITA once every few hours (instead of 
every one or two minutes during a parity violation experiment).  For position controls, the helicity 
correlated position differences are usually less than a um in the Hall and this is fine with non-parity 
violation experiments. No need for position feedback.

3.9: Intrinsic beam size. It will likely require matching both at the dumplet before the arc and at the exit
of the Compton system, six hours each, to do better than 300 microns. Even with the pathological beam
of January, Jay Benesch got close via the sequential match. Also, four quads which were removed from
the C line two decades ago will be returned summer 2018 so the better optics Yves Roblin designed for
Hall A can be ported to C.

3.10: Beam deflection due to the target field is trivial compared to that of SHMS. Bz doesn't matter. 
The angles at which SHMS will be set have been tested in the past two months and the beam gets to the

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544776
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544786
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3544855
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dump. There have been only a few 3C12 BLM trips this year. Almost all of the BLM trips are in the 
spreaders and ascribed to RF droops too fast for anything else to see. Energy FFB might squelch the SL
vermin. NL will take hard work.

3.11: 60 Hz position oscillations will be taken care of with position FFB, which has poles at 60, 120 
and 180 Hz. This will run in halls A and C simultaneously. Energy FFB can only run in one. Usually 
it's the higher pass hall, but if a parity experiment is running on first pass it's not clear where it will be 
set.

3.12:  The main uncertainty in the beam charge measurement comes from the intrinsic ~200 nA noise 
from the Unser monitor. For running at 30 uA, this implies less than 1% uncertainty.  Unser 
calibrations will be performed at regular intervals – the frequency will be based on experience gained 
during the Commissioning experiments as to the apparent gain stability of the resonating BCM cavities.

3.13: Sorry that was a mistake. For A1n/d2n we will use fast raster only.

3.14: We plan to measure the maximum deflection that the existing Hall C raster system can impose on
the 5-pass beam before this Spring run is complete.  A prior 'max-raster' measurement, and Jay's 
models suggest that no changes to the coils or the maximum current provided by the power supplies 
will be required.  Making the necessary driver changes to establish allow for a circular raster envelope 
have been discussed with Chris Cuevas and Bill Gunning.  Work is needed, but they do not see any 
issue with completing the task prior to 2019.

4.1:  In the FLUKA model, 100um glass windows (both ends) are included. The helium3 gaseous 
density is corresponding to  300k and 12 atmosphere. Also included are 8 mil upstream beam pipe 
aluminum exit window, and 8 mil downstream beam pipe aluminum entrance window.


